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ABSTRACT

Because people with mental illnesses are particularly vulnerable to income, housing, educational, and familial instability, Medical-Legal Partnerships ("MLPs") can be a helpful resource for them and their doctors. However, they can also harm clients and lawyer-client relationships. MLPs affirm the medical model, are entangled in harms perpetuated by hospitals and other providers—including forced treatment—and do not account for the traumatic history between people with mental illnesses and the medical profession. This Article proposes that in order to take advantage of MLPs’ proven strengths and serve people with mental illnesses in an autonomy-respecting way that builds power for them and their communities, the MLP model must be adapted. The best way to do that is by incorporating the tenets of community lawyering and partnering with non-medical, recovery-centered community centers called clubhouses to form “Clubhouse-Legal Partnerships.”
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I. INTRODUCTION

Medical-Legal Partnerships (“MLPs”) are a model of legal services delivery where a legal organization partners with a medical organization to provide patients with the legal aid necessary to improve their health.1 For example, an MLP lawyer may assist a patient in restoring electricity to their home so they can refrigerate vital medications.2 MLPs allow lawyers to reach people in acute need of legal aid in a setting where they are already seeking help, and tie their work to the overarching goal of guaranteeing quality health care for all.3 People with mental illnesses are particularly vulnerable to income, housing, educational, and familial instability;4 as a result, the MLP model has served as a valuable resource for the doctors and therapists who treat them.5 In fact, a special type of MLP called Behavioral Health-Legal Partnerships (“BHLPs”) has evolved to encourage lawyers to partner with clinical mental health providers.6

While this is a positive trend, the MLP (and consequently the BHLP)7 model does not account for the painful and often traumatic history between people with mental illnesses and the medical profession,8 and fails to distinguish between voluntary and involuntary treatment.9 By its very nature, it affirms the medical model,

---

3. See FAQs, supra note 1.
4. Infra notes 57–63. See also infra Part II.E.
5. See infra Part II.E.
6. Id.
7. The BHLP is merely a specific kind of MLP. BHLPs and non-mental health MLPs are identical in every way other than the specialization of the medical partner. This Article uses “MLP model” and “BHLP model” interchangeably when referring to the overall model.
8. See infra Part III.D.
9. See infra Part III.C.
which views the doctor rather than the person with the mental illness as the care expert. These characteristics make MLPs incompatible with the mental health recovery movement and with autonomy-focused lawyer-client relationships.

To take advantage of the MLP model’s proven strengths and serve people with mental illnesses in an autonomy-respecting way that builds power for them and their communities, the MLP model must be adapted. This Article proposes that the best way to do that is for legal service providers to partner with non-medical, recovery-centered community centers called clubhouses to form “Clubhouse-Legal Partnerships.”

Part II of this Article describes the existing MLP model and its strengths. It also discusses how it has been implemented in mental health settings (BHLPs) and the challenges of working with clients who have a mental illness. The question is then whether and how MLPs can overcome these challenges. Part III answers this question. It introduces the recovery model and discusses how BHLPs perpetuate contemporary and historical harms against people with mental illnesses, making BHLPs incompatible with the recovery model. It concludes that an adaptation to the model is needed to best serve people with mental illnesses. Part IV introduces the Clubhouse-Legal Partnership (“CLP”) model as an adaptation of the MLP model that respects and affirms mental health recovery. It explains how CLPs could function and the need to incorporate the tenets of community lawyering, and it explores next steps.

II. THE EXISTING MODEL

A. History

The first Medical-Legal Partnership was established in 1993 when the Boston Medical Center (“BMC”) realized that moldy apartments were causing asthmatic pediatric patients to become unresponsive to medication and need repeated hospital visits. At the request of BMC, lawyers at Greater Boston Legal Services stepped in to help patients enforce the sanitary codes their landlords had been violating. Eight years later an article about the partnership was published in The New York Times, inciting other institutions to replicate the program. By 2006,
almost 75 other MLPs had been established, and the National Center for Medical-Legal Partnerships (“National Center”) was created to provide resources and best practices to existing and emerging MLPs.\textsuperscript{15} Today, MLPs have been established at 333 health care institutions in 46 states.\textsuperscript{16}

\section*{B. Combatting Health-Harming Social Conditions}

The main goal of MLPs is to “combat health-harming social needs.”\textsuperscript{17} Health-harming social needs refers to the social factors—such as income, access to health care, job stability, education, and immigration status—that can negatively influence a person’s health.\textsuperscript{18} Another term for this is “social determinants of health.”\textsuperscript{19} The intent of MLPs is to provide “legal care”—in conjunction with medical care—to meet those “civil legal needs that profoundly affect health.”\textsuperscript{20} MLPs aim to halt the social conditions that, if left untreated, can debilitating personal and population health, and lead to increased health care utilization and costs.\textsuperscript{21}

Every low-income individual in the United States, on average, has two to three health-harming civil legal needs.\textsuperscript{22} This means there are 50 million people for whom medical care will not be enough to attain and maintain health.\textsuperscript{23} The table in Figure 1 below, produced by the National Center, demonstrates how each

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{91D6} https://perma.cc/DY8P-6K2Q, the New York Times article that promoted the growth of the MLP movement.
\item \textsuperscript{15} Lawton, supra note 12, at 12.
\item \textsuperscript{17} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{18} See The Need, Nat’l Ctr. for Med.-Legal P’ship, https://medical-legalpartnership.org/need/ [https://perma.cc/ALL8-C2LC]. As evidence of the impact social factors have on health, the National Center points to research showing that the U.S. spends $0.90 on social services for every $1 it spends on health care, while other developed countries with better health outcomes spend $2 on social services for every $1 spent on health care. Id.
\item \textsuperscript{19} See Social Determinants of Health, World Health Org., http://www.who.int/social_determinants/sdh_definition/en/ [https://perma.cc/8VH2-WMAS] (explaining that social determinants of health “are the conditions in which people are born, live, work and age[,] . . . shaped by the distribution of money, power and resources[, and] mostly responsible for health inequities”).
\item \textsuperscript{21} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Id.
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A social determinant of health can be addressed through legal interventions, and how that legal intervention can improve the person’s health.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Social Determinant of Health</th>
<th>How Legal Services Can Help</th>
<th>Impact of Legal Services on Health / Health Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **INCOME**                         | Appeal denials of food stamps, health insurance, cash benefits, and disability benefits | 1. Increasing someone’s income means s/he makes fewer trade-offs between afford ing food and health care, including medications.  
2. Being able to afford enough healthy food helps people manage chronic diseases and helps children grow and develop. |
| **HOUSING & UTILITIES**            | Secure housing subsidies  
|                                    | Improve substandard conditions  
|                                    | Prevent evictions  
|                                    | Protect against utility shut-off | 1. A stable, decent, affordable home helps a person avoid costly emergency room visits related to homelessness.  
2. Consistent housing, heat and electricity helps people follow their medical treatment plans. |
| **EDUCATION & EMPLOYMENT**         | Secure specialized education services  
|                                    | Prevent and remedy employment discrimination  
|                                    | Enforce workplace rights | 1. A quality education is the single greatest predictor of a person’s adult health.  
2. Consistent employment helps provide money for food and safe housing, which also helps avoid costly emergency health care services.  
3. Access to health insurance is often linked to employment. |
| **LEGAL STATUS**                   | Resolve veteran discharge status  
|                                    | Clear criminal / credit histories  
|                                    | Assist with asylum applications | 1. Clearing a person’s criminal history or helping a veteran change their discharge status helps make consistent employment and access to public benefits possible.  
2. Consistent employment provides money for food and safe housing, which helps people avoid costly emergency health care services. |
| **PERSONAL & FAMILY STABILITY**    | Secure restraining orders for domestic violence  
|                                    | Secure adoption, custody and guardianship for children | 1. Less violence at home means less need for costly emergency health care services.  
2. Stable family relationships significantly reduce stress and allow for better decision-making, including decisions related to health care. |


24. See infra Fig. 1.
C. The MLP’s Proven Benefits

One in six Americans needs legal care in order to be healthy. A number of studies have begun to prove the effectiveness of the MLP model, showing that those who are served by MLPs are much more likely to see improved health outcomes than those who receive only medical treatment. Though the data is still limited, it is both promising and growing. Examples include:

- After attorneys became involved through MLPs to help asthmatic patients fix mold, cockroach, rodent, and dust contamination in their homes, these patients saw a 91% decrease in emergency hospital visits, with 91% dropping two or more classes in asthma severity.
- After an MLP for cancer patients was implemented, 75% of patients saw a reduction in stress, 30% of patients reported better treatment adherence, and 25% of patients experienced a greater ease in keeping appointments.
- Patients referred to an MLP within a family medicine clinic reported their concerns regarding legal issues lessened, resulting in a decrease in perceived stress and an increase in perceived well-being.

---

27. On August 11, 2016, the National Center announced that it received a $2 million grant to study the benefits of legal interventions on patients and health care organizations. Press Release, Nat’l Ctr. for Med.-Legal P’ship, National Center Receives $2 Million Grant to Study Impact of Legal Interventions on Health Care (Aug. 11, 2016), http://medical-legalpartnership.org/grant-study-legal-interventions/ [https://perma.cc/R6X5-H3GV].  
30. Anne M. Ryan, Randa M. Kutob, Emily Suther, Mark Hansen & Megan Sandel, Pilot Study of Impact of Medical-Legal Partnership Services on Patients’ Perceived Stress and Wellbeing, 23 J. of Health Care for the Poor & Underserved 1536 (Nov. 2012), https://muse.jhu.edu/arti-
A pilot MLP program for high-need, high-risk patients resulted in a decrease in 30-day and seven-day readmission rates, a reduction in health care use and costs, an over 50% reduction in inpatient and Emergency Department use, and a 45% decrease in overall costs.  

A study documenting the health outcomes of veterans who accessed legal services at four MLP sites in Connecticut and New York found that a subsample of 148 veterans who were followed for one year saw significant improvements in housing, income, and mental health—including significant reductions in symptoms of hostility, paranoia, and generalized anxiety disorder. Veterans who received more MLP services showed greater improvements in housing and mental health than those who received fewer. These improvements included reduced spending on abused substances and reduced symptoms of psychosis and posttraumatic stress disorder. Lastly, veterans who achieved their predefined legal goals showed greater improvements in housing status and community integration than those who did not.

D. The Key Elements

MLPs do more than serve clients. In fact, according to the National Center, partnerships that transform health care delivery: (1) provide legal aid to patients onsite at the medical setting, as part of the patient’s health care; (2) train health workers to screen for legal issues and work collaboratively with lawyers; (3) make recommendations and changes to improve the medical partner’s institutional policies; and (4) prevent legal issues by identifying patterns of need and engaging in systemic work.
One example of the key role all four elements play in an MLP’s strategy is the Community Advocacy Project’s integration of lawyer-drafted, special education request letters into MetroHealth Medical Center’s electronic record system.34 The Community Advocacy Program (“CAP”) is a Medical-Legal Partnership between the Legal Aid Society of Cleveland and MetroHealth Medical Center started by Mallory Curran as a Skadden Fellowship project in 2002.35

In 2013, a large piece of CAP’s work was ensuring children with chronic health needs or disabilities received special education services.36 As part of this effort, CAP noticed that many parents were having difficulty getting their children evaluated for special education services in spite of repeated verbal requests to the schools.37 Knowing that parents needed evidence but CAP had limited capacity, the lawyers began searching for a way to help parents make properly documented written requests without increasing the lawyers’ caseload.38 Request letters needed to be written by doctors, but doctors had little time to dedicate to this task and lacked the legal knowledge to write persuasive letters with all the necessary elements to assert and protect a patient’s rights.39 Meanwhile, the lawyers did not have the bandwidth to draft a letter for each doctor whose patient needed one.40 After learning that some doctors used the electronic medical record system to store templates they had prepared themselves, CAP came up with the idea of having attorneys draft templates, upload them to the electronic medical record system, and make them available to all doctors at MetroHealth.41 As a result, a doctor with a patient in need of a letter could simply download a template and fill it in, easily providing the patient with written documentation of their evaluation requests.42 This would increase the patient’s access to education and create a paper trail between the patient and the school that would be useful if litigation or advocacy became necessary down the road.43

This electronic medical records project involved all four of the MLP elements. First, patients received legal care in conjunction with their health care.44

35. Id. at 598.
36. Id. at 599.
37. Id.
38. Id.
39. See id.
40. See id.
41. Id.
42. Id. at 599–600.
43. See id. at 600. Recognizing the potential of such a streamlined process in other settings, additional electronic medical advocacy letters were created by CAP. Id.
44. See id. at 599–600.
an advocacy letter was provided along with a prescription or a checkup.45 Second, doctors were trained to screen for special education issues and identify patients in need of an advocacy letter.46 Doctors also needed to buy into the idea that it was their role to inquire about a patient’s education, and to commit to working with lawyers.47 Third, the initiative was clearly born from doctors and lawyers communicating and collaborating to see how each of their skills, resources, practices, and routines could be levered to find solutions to patients’ social determinants of health.48 Here, the legal partner changed the medical provider’s institutional policy by scaling up a strategy that a few individual doctors were already using.49 Suddenly, medical records were institutionally being used to store not only medical information, but also downloadable legal advocacy templates.50 Not only were the records tracking what medications each patient took, their height, and their weight, but also what legal aid they were receiving.51 Fourth, the initiative is a perfect example of work with individual clients that led to identifying a pattern of need and addressing it systemically.52 The lawyers went from writing individual letters to creating a template every patient’s doctor could access.

E. Behavioral Health-Legal Partnerships and Serving Clients with Mental Illnesses

MLPs between legal organizations and behavioral and mental health providers, such as psychiatric hospitals and mental health clinics, are often called Behavioral Health Legal Partnerships.53 BHLPs do not operate under a different model; they follow all of the guidelines and values of the MLP model.54 In fact, BHLPs might be more accurately described as a useful category to group mental health provider-based MLPs. Given the relatively modest amount of research available on MLPs generally, it is not surprising that there is little research published on BHLPs specifically.55 Instead, most of the information available on how

45. See id.
46. See id.
47. See id.
48. See id.
49. See id.
50. See id.
51. See id.
52. See id.
54. See id.
MLPs operate in mental health settings is a result of efforts made by the National Center for Medical-Legal Partnership to train legal and medical practitioners involved in BHLPs. 56

The most obvious distinction between non-mental health MLPs and BHLPs are the needs of the clients themselves. Because BHLPs serve people with mental illnesses, lawyers involved in them must: (1) be sensitive to clients’ heightened vulnerability; (2) have knowledge of mental health and be competent to address clients’ symptoms and experiences; and (3) be prepared to address capacity and competency issues, including by challenging their own values and biases.

People with mental illnesses are at increased risk for poverty and homelessness. 57 They are discriminated against in housing, employment, education, 58

56. See Resources for Behavioral Health Settings, supra note 53.


59. Though substance abuse and mental illness contribute to homelessness, studies have found that the primary cause is the lack of low-income housing. People with substance abuse issues and other mental illnesses “experience even greater barriers to accessible housing than their counterparts: income deficits, stigma, and need for community wraparound services.” Health & Homelessness, AM. PSYCH. ASS’N, http://www.apa.org/pi/ses/resources/publications/homelessness-health.aspx [https://perma.cc/9QZM-5H3W]. This makes finding a home even harder, all else equal.

60. See Teresa Scheid, Employment of Individuals with Mental Disabilities: Business Response to the ADA’s Challenge, 17 BEHAV. SCI. L. 73 (1999) (describing a survey conducted among employers on attitudes toward the ADA) (finding employers viewed those with mental disabilities with more discomfort than other types of employees); See generally Heather Stuart, Mental Illness and Employment Discrimination, 19 CURR. OPIN. PSYCH. 522 (Sept. 19, 2006) (summarizing evidence on employment-related stigma); Employment, BAZELON CTR. FOR MENTAL HEALTH LAW, http://www.bazelon.org/our-work/employment/ [https://perma.cc/N7BQ-WFRU] (describing their work combating employment discrimination against people with mental illnesses).

and health care.62 Their risk of losing custody of their children is as high as 80 percent63 and they are at high risk of being killed by the police.64 In addition, people with mental illnesses are much more likely to be misunderstood and discriminated against than those with physical illnesses, resulting in an unwillingness to seek services.65 Stigma—including the belief that people with mental illnesses are dangerous and unpredictable, to blame for their illness, and incompetent to achieve most life goals—leads people with mental illnesses to believe that they will never recover, they are undeserving of care, they are dangerous, or they are responsible for their illness.66 This in turn can make them feel shame, low self-esteem, and low self-efficacy, resulting in the “why try” effect or a refusal to ask for help and seek treatment to avoid being labeled in the first place.67

 combating discrimination against people with mental illnesses in K-12 and higher education); see also Katie J.M. Baker, How Colleges Flunk Mental Health, NEWSWEEK (Feb. 11, 2014, 11:13 AM), http://www.newsweek.com/2014/02/14/how-colleges-flunk-mental-health-245492.html [https://perma.cc/5H8-GDV4] (reporting on universities that force students with mental illnesses to withdraw or take an involuntary leave of absence after a medical incident, or that initiate disciplinary action); HealthCentral Editorial Team, Discrimination Against Students with Mental Health Issues on the Rise, HEALTHCENTRAL (Apr. 4, 2008), https://www.healthcentral.com/article/discrimination-against-students-with-mental-health-issues-on-the-rise [https://perma.cc/3UXQ-BFWD].


63. See JOANNE NICHOLSON, KATHLEEN BIEBEL, BETSY HINDEN, ALEXIS HENRY & LAWRENCE STIER, UNIV. OF MASS. MED. SCHOOL, CRITICAL ISSUES FOR PARENTS WITH MENTAL ILLNESS AND THEIR FAMILIES 10 (July 30, 2001), https://escholarship.umassmed.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1142&context=psych_pp [https://perma.cc/8G6S-BVRS] (“The literature suggests parents with mental illnesses are quite vulnerable to losing custody of their children, with custody loss rates in some studies as high as 70% to 80%.”); see also NAT’L COUNCIL ON DISABILITY, ROCKING THE CRADLE: ENSURING THE RIGHTS OF PARENTS WITH DISABILITIES AND THEIR CHILDREN 1 (Sept. 27, 2012), https://www.ncd.gov/rawmedia_repository/89591c1f_384e_4003_a7ee_0a14ed3e11aa.pdf [https://perma.cc/GP26-CBZN] (“Removal rates where parents have a psychiatric disability have been found to be as high as 70 percent to 80 percent”).

64. See Wesley Lowery, Kimberly Kindy, Keith L. Alexander, Julie Tate, Jennifer Jenkins & Steven Rich, Distraught People, Deadly Results, WASH. POST (June 30, 2015), http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/investigative/2015/06/30/distraught-people-deadly-results/ [https://perma.cc/4FMX-BZVK].


66. Id. at 42–43.

67. Id. at 43–44.
Thus, it is unsurprising that people with mental illnesses often face many more and recurring legal issues that can become intertwined in a complex web. During a webinar hosted by the National Center titled “Behavioral Health and MLP: Nuts and Bolts,” attorney presenters Erin Planalp and Jay Chaudhary stated that their BHLP clients usually face many legal issues at once, while their non-mental health MLP clients often have just one.68 This means attorneys working with this population must be prepared to practice as generalists and may require the ongoing support of social workers and other non-legal partners. These attorneys must be familiar with antidiscrimination laws and sensitive to the ways in which their clients may have already experienced harm from the various systems with which they interact.

Another challenge for BHLPs is that clients may experience symptoms or challenges in their mental health recovery while the lawyer-client relationship is ongoing. In a society that frowns upon talking openly about these issues, a client’s mental health needs may not always be obvious. Attorneys must be prepared to ask their clients: about their ongoing health and recovery; how they would like to be supported; and what strategies they believe the lawyer can use to ensure representation is centered on the client’s own goals.

Lastly, though it is important for attorneys to prepare for instances where their client is unable to make decisions, it is also important that they recognize implicit biases that could lead them to mistakenly rush to that conclusion. Our society routinely infantilizes people with disabilities.69 They are treated as if they are children unable to understand complex issues, decide what is right for themselves, and have adult desires and interests.70 People with mental illnesses in particular are perceived to be erratic, unstable, and unable to decide what is best for themselves.71

---


70. See, e.g., Creigh Farina & Caley Farinas, Don’t Call My Sister Cute—6 Good Reasons to Stop Infantilizing Disabled People, EVERYDAY FEMINISM (Dec. 5, 2015), http://everydayfeminism.com/2015/12/infantalizing-disabled-people/ [https://perma.cc/L5PC-9UUR] (detailing how infantilization is perpetuated through actions such as: calling a person with a disability “cute,” speaking to them as if they were a child or a pet, over-simplifying vocabulary or over-explaining concepts, denying them the right to have adult speech patterns, habits or desires—such as swearing and sexual attraction—addressing another adult or caregiver instead of them, not taking their opinions, beliefs, or desires seriously, and not allowing them to be independent).

71. See Corrigan, Druss & Perlick, supra note 65, at 42–43.
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As a result, many in our society have determined that denying them their autonomy is justified in the name of the community’s safety and the person’s own protection.\textsuperscript{72}

All people are entitled to make their own choices and to have their bodily integrity respected. The principle of autonomy rests on this basic premise. People are autonomous when they make choices that are free from coercion and result from the consideration of available, meaningful alternatives. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities,\textsuperscript{73} the Americans with Disabilities Act,\textsuperscript{74} and the U.S. Constitution\textsuperscript{75} all protect a person’s ability to assert their individual autonomy.

Often, discussions about the autonomy of people with mental illnesses are focused on the most extreme situations where people are experiencing significant psychosis.\textsuperscript{76} It is precisely when describing these situations that adults with mental

\textsuperscript{72} See, e.g., Amitai Etzioni, The Limits of Autonomy: Should the Mentally Ill Be Forced into Treatment?, THE HUFFINGTON POST (May 31, 2011, 3:25PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/amitai-etzioni/the-limits-of-autonomy_b_869278.html [https://perma.cc/R6UG-5WLX] (“As I see it, mental patients are like children who are not fully competent to make decisions. Adults, who are charged with their care, owe it to the community—and above all to the children—to second-guess and amend their decisions, if need be by use of force. . . . The same goes for mental patients.”).


\textsuperscript{74} Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101–12213. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is the most important civil rights legislation for people with disabilities. Though the ADA makes no mention of an affirmative right to autonomy, its antidiscrimination protections seek to ensure people with mental illnesses are treated equally under the law, have meaningful choices in areas such as employment and education, and are able to participate equally in society. See id. Each is essential to achieving autonomy.

\textsuperscript{75} U.S. Const. amend. XIV. Two of the U.S. Constitution’s most important guarantees are the rights to liberty and privacy, which enable people to self-determine what happens to their bodies. See generally Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965) (establishing right to privacy for the first time in the context of marriage); Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (establishing right to an abortion); Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003) (establishing right to consensual sex for same-sex couples).

\textsuperscript{76} See generally Emma E. McGinty, Alene Kennedy-Hendricks, Seema Choksy & Colleen L. Barry, Trends in News Media Coverage of Mental Illness in the United States: 1995–2014, 35 HEALTH AFFAIRS 1121 (June 2016), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4921198/ [https://perma.cc/EQ6U-Y4W2] (finding media coverage from 1995–2014 was disproportionately focused on violence, with mental health treatments being the second most common type of content); see also, e.g., Etzioni, supra note 72. According to the National Institute for Mental Health:

The word psychosis is used to describe conditions that affect the mind, where there has been some loss of contact with reality. When someone becomes ill in this way it is called a psychotic episode. During a period of psychosis, a person’s thoughts and perceptions are disturbed and the individual may have difficulty understanding what is real and what
illnesses are likened to helpless children who need someone to act in their best interest.\textsuperscript{77} Also invoked is the interest of the state in protecting its citizens from these supposedly volatile people.\textsuperscript{78} These skewed narratives are used to strip even those who are in recovery of their autonomy rights.\textsuperscript{79} In reality, for people with mental illnesses, psychosis is not a constant experience.\textsuperscript{80} And even during those moments, tools such as psychiatric advance directives\textsuperscript{81} can allow a person to detail the kinds of treatments they do and do not want, and who may act as their proxy if needed. Those who work with and serve people with mental illnesses should not opt for the quick fix of assuming a lack of capacity and should instead invest time in de-escalation and engaging the person in recovery planning.

is not. Symptoms of psychosis include delusions (false beliefs) and hallucinations (seeing or hearing things that others do not see or hear). Other symptoms include incoherent or nonsense speech, and behavior that is inappropriate for the situation. A person in a psychotic episode may also experience depression, anxiety, sleep problems, social withdrawal, lack of motivation, and difficulty functioning overall.


77. See, e.g., Etzioni, supra note 72.

78. Mental Illness Policy Org., a pro-forced treatment website that uses fear mongering as a tactic, has used this argument to advance its position that involuntary commitment should be easier to impose on a person. DJ Jaffe, Involuntary Treatment and Involuntary Commitment Laws: Basis in Law and History, MENTAL ILLNESS POLICY ORG., https://mentalillnesspolicy.org/ivc/involuntary-commitment-concepts.html [https://perma.cc/DZC9-A87T] (arguing that eliminating the requirement that someone be dangerous in order to be involuntarily committed would “offer[] greater protection to both society and the individual.”); see also Etzioni, supra note 72.

79. Mental Illness Policy Org. is a prime example of an entity that relies on this skewed narrative and misrepresented data to promote its own agenda. See generally Home, MENTAL ILLNESS POLICY ORG., https://mentalillnesspolicy.org/ [https://perma.cc/WGV8-L9N2].

80. RAISE Questions and Answers, NAT’L INST. OF MENTAL HEALTH, https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/schizophrenia/raise/raise-questions-and-answers.shtml [https://perma.cc/PKY4-SMGU] (clarifying that “[m]any people who receive early treatment never have another psychotic episode. For other people, recovery means the ability to live a fulfilling and productive life, even if psychotic symptoms return sometimes.”).

81. A psychiatric advance directive is a legal document where a person can specify what their treatment preferences are in the event that they should be found incompetent to make their own choices. See Psychiatric Advance Directives, BAZELON CTR. FOR MENTAL HEALTH LAW, http://www.bazelon.org/our-work/mental-health-systems/advance-directives/ [https://perma.cc/SQN6-9G5V]; NATL. RES. CTR. ON PSYCH. ADVANCE DIRECTIVES, What Are Psychiatric Advance Directives? Where Did They Come From?, in Swanson, Swartz, Hannon, Elbogen, Wagner, McCauley, Butterfield, Psychiatric Advance Directives: A Survey of Persons with Schizophrenia, Family Members, and Treatment Providers, 2 INT’L J. OF FORENSIC MENTAL HEALTH 73, http://www.nrc-pad.org/images/stories/PDFs/pads%20background.pdf [https://perma.cc/9VF4-BPSH]. See also About PADS, NATL. RES. CTR. ON PSYCH. ADVANCE DIRECTIVES, http://www.nrc-pad.org/ [https://perma.cc/82YF-7K97]. Though it is unclear whether they are legally binding (state laws vary, and the courts have not unanimously ruled on the question), they can increase the likelihood that doctors and family members will honor the person’s choices. FAQs: Frequently Asked Questions About Psychiatric Advance Directives, NATL. RESOURCE CTR. ON PSYCH. ADVANCE DIRECTIVES, https://www.nrc-pad.org/faqs/ [https://perma.cc/2Y5U-G48Y]. Advance directives can help provide doctors with helpful information, including whether the person has experienced side effects to particular medications. \textit{Id.} As part of the directive, the person can also appoint an agent to make decisions for them, and, in fact, in some states appointing an agent is required for the directive to be valid. \textit{Id.}
The mental health community is extremely diverse. Within it are people who view their diagnosis as an identity and refuse all treatments outright, those who prefer drug therapy, those who rely on alternative recovery tools, and those who are experiencing psychosis for the first time, among others. All deserve to have their autonomy respected, but all will need varying kinds of support to be able to exercise it. A system where the assumption is that people with mental illnesses are like children in need of someone to act on their behalf does not honor this reality. On the contrary, this assumption systemizes gross human rights violations. Replacing it with the premise that respect for autonomy is necessary in all situations does not mean that we will abandon those who in extreme and rare cases cannot make their own choices; it means that we will not assume that this is always (or often) the case for everyone.

Lawyers working with people with mental illnesses must not give in to this fear-fueled myth. They must be continuously vigilant in fighting these misconceptions and biases to avoid harming their clients by perpetuating these attitudes and actions. Instead, lawyers should learn about the most common serious mental illnesses, how to identify symptoms and psychosis, and crisis response strategies. This will allow them to better support their clients in an autonomy-respecting way. When decision-making ability is in question, lawyers must be prepared to make use of established, non-infantilizing, non-coercive, and autonomy-respecting strategies to aid clients in making their own choices. Such strategies include: supported decision-making, where a person with a disability signs an agreement detailing who will support them in making decisions, how, and in what areas of their life (e.g. finances, health care, etc.); psychiatric advance directives, and, even postponing legal decisions, when possible, until the client has recovered from a loss of decision-making ability.

85. See supra note 81.
86. See supra note 81.
Understanding the various challenges attorneys face when working with people with mental illnesses, the relevant question is whether BHLPs are the ideal way to serve this population. Certainly all three of the recommendations for working with people with mental illnesses discussed above—(1) being sensitive to clients’ heightened vulnerability; (2) having knowledge of mental health and being competent to address clients’ symptoms and experiences; and (3) being prepared to address capacity and competency issues, including by challenging their own values and biases—can be implemented by BHLP lawyers. But this Article argues that the model itself must be adapted to fully promote clients’ autonomy and recovery. Part III will demonstrate that because of its implicit approval of outdated treatment methods, the BHLP model impedes lawyer-client relationships, and the goal of supporting the clients’ recovery altogether.

III. THE NEED FOR A NEW MODEL BASED ON RECOVERY

A. The Recovery Model

The Recovery Model can be described as a health delivery model, a set of tenets, or a philosophy that emphasizes people’s autonomy in improving their mental health and wellness. It is based on the recognition that, though people with mental illnesses may experience symptoms throughout their life, they can recover. For most, recovery is a journey full of both successes and setbacks, rather than a fixed destination. According to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (“SAMHSA”), four major dimensions that support life in recovery are:

- Health—overcoming or managing one’s disease(s) or symptoms—for example, abstaining from use of alcohol, illicit drugs, and non-prescribed medications if one has an addiction problem—and, for everyone in recovery, making informed, healthy choices that support physical and emotional well-being.
- Home—having a stable and safe place to live.
- Purpose—conducting meaningful daily activities, such as a job, school volunteerism, family caretaking, or creative endeavors,

87. Indeed, the National Center has encouraged the adoption of a few of these recommendations. See Resources for Behavioral Health Settings, supra note 53.
89. See id.
and [having] the independence, income, and resources to participate in society.

- Community—having relationships and social networks that provide support, friendship, love, and hope.\(^{91}\)

In order to achieve recovery, people with mental illnesses must decide for themselves what it looks like to manage and cope with their symptoms. For one person, recovery may include psychiatric drugs, journaling, support from their faith leader, and volunteering at a local animal shelter. For another, it may be psychotherapy. The key is that (1) the individual, not their doctor, is the care expert and decision-maker, and (2) the goal is not full symptom resolution or finding a cure, but resilience and control.\(^{92}\)

The Recovery Model has gained acceptance in recent years among U.S. states,\(^4^{93}\) other national governments,\(^{94}\) health providers,\(^{95}\) and [having] the independence, income, and resources to participate in society.

\(^{91}\) See Recovery and Recovery Support, supra note 88 (emphasizing original).


\(^{94}\) See Recovery and Recovery Support, supra note 88 (recognizing recovery and detailing establishment of the Recovery Support Strategic Initiative).


and consumer and family-led community organizations. Notably, SAMHSA and the World Health Organization recommend it as a best practice.

Admittedly, BHLPs can, and often do, attempt to integrate the recovery model. The National Center hosted a webinar led by Dr. Marianne Farkas of the Center for Psychiatric Rehabilitation on the basics of the recovery model. The webinar was part of a series intended as a resource for BHLPs. Dr. Farkas emphasized that rights protection should be just one part of the client’s recovery, and that each case should be entirely guided by them: “It’s important to believe in the person no matter what.”

Dr. Farkas also explained the four recovery values for the provision of services: (1) Person Orientation: focusing on the person’s strengths, talents, and interests instead of their diagnosis; (2) Choice: the person has agency and the individual power to make decisions without coercion; (3) Partnership: including people with mental illnesses in the designing and delivery of services; and, (4) Hope. Dr. Farkas’ specific recommendations included developing decision-making aids for common issues—such as eviction—that explain the client’s options, and role-playing with clients before appearances in court to prepare them for active participation.

While these are helpful recommendations, they demonstrate that the most BHLPs can aspire to achieve with regards to adhering to the recovery model is an individual, attorney-by-attorney adoption of recovery-based practices, and perhaps the encouragement of health providers to do the same. But this is not enough. What is needed is a legal services delivery model that not only adopts as much of the recovery model as possible, but is structured according to, and guided by, the recovery model.

The main associations of psychiatrists, psychologists, and psychiatric nurses all support the recovery model and provide resources for their members to learn how to play a role within it. But that role must be as a resource for people with

---


100. Id.

101. Id. at 28:30.

102. Id. at 51:15.

103. A number of professional organizations have worked with the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration to develop educational curricula and training materials
mental illnesses, and not as decision-makers. While medical treatment can be an important part of a person’s mental health recovery, it is often not the only or the most important component. By situating legal services in a medical setting, BHLPs are inevitably centering medical care as the most important component of a person’s recovery. By identifying medical providers, such as hospitals and clinics, as the ideal partners for attorneys, BHLPs are indicating that medical professionals like psychologists, psychiatrists, and psychiatric nurses are in the best position, as opposed to social workers or peer support specialists, to aid people with mental illnesses. These may seem like subtle or symbolic considerations, but they are decisions that perpetuate problematic power dynamics and bolster systems that have historically harmed people with disabilities, as discussed in Parts III.B and III.C.

Lastly, though medical settings like hospitals may seem like the best locations to come in contact with people with mental illnesses, it does not follow that they are the best locations to serve them. Moreover, the assumption that people with mental illnesses will be at hospitals paints an incomplete picture. It can just as well be argued that the people in most need have not yet sought—or been forced to seek—treatment. They may instead be interacting with providers such as shelters, food banks, mental health nonprofits, or support groups.

B. BHLPs Affirm the Medical Model


who are well positioned to decide what the mental health consumer needs and what care they should be provided.\textsuperscript{106} This denies the consumer the ability to choose—a key component of recovery. Despite the gains made by the recovery model, the medical model is still entrenched in the health community and society as a whole, producing devastating consequences.

First, as explained by Simon Brisenden, Co-Founder of the Independent Living Centre of Southampton, in his well-known article \textit{Independent Living and the Medical Model of Disability}, the medical model teaches that doctors and medical treatment are the only legitimate response to mental illness:

The medical model of disability is one rooted in an undue emphasis on clinical diagnosis, the very nature of which is destined to lead to a partial and inhibiting view of the disabled individual. In order to understand disability as an experience, as a lived thing, we need much more than the medical ‘facts’ . . . In the past especially, doctors have been too willing to suggest medical treatment and hospitalization, even when this would not necessarily improve the quality of life for the person concerned. Indeed, questions about the quality of life have sometimes been portrayed as something of an intrusion upon the purely medical equation. This has occurred due to a failure of imagination, the result of the medical profession’s participation in the construction of a definition of disability which is partial and limited. This definition has portrayed disability as almost entirely a medical problem, and it has led to a situation where doctors and others are trapped in their responses by a definition of their own making. They cannot respond in ways that go outside the parameters of a view of disabled


people which they themselves have created. They are stuck within the medical model of disability. 108

This leads the government and private foundations to limit already scarce funding streams to medical treatment. 109 In reality, even if people with mental illnesses choose medical treatment, they need much more to recover. Studies have shown that psychosocial programs—which tend to align more closely with the recovery model’s goals—are crucial to long-term recovery. 110 Psychosocial programs focus on a person’s quality of life and include different types of psychotherapy and social and vocational training, such as programs that provide support for finding housing or developing employment skills. 111

Second, the medical model encourages the use of forced treatment and restraints. Forced treatment includes being forced to take medication, see a therapist, or remain in a hospital against one’s will. It can be divided into two categories based on the setting: involuntary outpatient treatment 112 and involuntary in-

108. Id.
109. Specialty providers include[ing] psychiatric units of general hospitals, specialty psychiatric hospitals, psychiatrists, other [mental health] professionals such as psychologists, social workers, and counselors, and specialty [mental health] and [substance use disorders] centers providing mostly outpatient and residential treatment services . . . are projected to account for the majority of MH treatment spending between 2009 and 2020, as they have historically. The share of specialty provider MH treatment spending is expected to decline slightly from 2009 to 2020, from 72 percent to 70 percent. SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN., PROJECTIONS OF NATIONAL EXPENDITURES FOR TREATMENT OF MENTAL AND SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS, 2010-2020, 27 (2014), https://store.samhsa.gov/shin/content/SMA14-4883/SMA14-4883.pdf [https://perma.cc/SG4R-G86Y]; see also, e.g., Stefanie Feldman, New Funding to Increase Access to Mental Health Services and New Protections Under the Health Care Law, THE WHITE HOUSE BLOG (Feb. 18, 2014, 7:22 PM), https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2014/02/18/new-funding-increase-access-mental-health-services-and-new-protector-under-health- [https://perma.cc/DY3G-UQ42] (plans for future mental health spending are focused on medical treatment).
111. See supra note 110.
112. Involuntary outpatient treatment (IOT) is often euphemistically called “assisted outpatient treatment” and involves a court order that requires a person to visit a clinical provider for treatment while living in their usual setting. See Morgan Shields, The Murphy Bill: Ethical Considerations for the State of Mental Health Care and Its Consumers, HARV. PUB. HEALTH REV. (Jan. 29, 2015), https://medium.com/harvard-public-health-review/the-murphy-bill-ethical-considerations-for-the-state-of-mental-health-care-and-its-consumers-a08ead77a3f3.wok9qkrgh [https://perma.cc/ZPJ7-MFK2]. IOT is often used for those who would otherwise not qualify for an involuntary commitment because they are not a danger to themselves or others, thereby expanding the curtailment of people with mental illnesses’ liberty rights beyond emergency situations. See Position Statement on Involuntary
patient treatment.\textsuperscript{113} Meanwhile, restraints involve restricting a person’s movement:\textsuperscript{114}

There are three methods of restraints typically used in psychiatrist treatment facilities. With mechanical restraints, a device such as a wrist strap or a straitjacket is used to restrain the patient. When using physical restraints, other individuals physically hold down the patient. Using the isolation method, patients are put into a secluded room empty of items that could be potentially used to cause oneself harm.\textsuperscript{115}

Forced treatment and restraints have been described by those who have experienced them as scary, traumatic, and harrowing. One qualitative study examining the experience of involuntarily committed patients who were restrained found that patients felt afraid and rejected, reporting the following statements:

- “Hurt, frightened, made me feel like prey. Feel like somebody is going to cut me into pieces. I don’t want to come back.” [Inpatient 31]
- “I didn’t like it. Cold. Was like a place you are by yourself and you know they don’t care. Scary. Very bad. I hope no one goes there.” [Inpatient 09]
- “Felt like it was torture. Not being able to move at all, very uncomfortable.” [Inpatient 36]
- “It was harmful to my whole being, an assault on my dignity and attack on my soul.” [Inpatient 44]\textsuperscript{116}


113 \textit{Infra} Part III.C will discuss the harms of involuntary in-patient treatment, often called “involuntary commitment.”


115 \textit{Id.}

Unsurprisingly, researchers concluded that “loss of autonomy as it related to the hospital environment significantly contributed to the anger that precipitated restraint events.”

Despite evidence of the threat to physical and mental wellbeing posed by restraints, they remain a common experience for people with mental illnesses who are hospitalized. Elyn Saks, founder of the Saks Institute for Mental Health Law, Policy, and Ethics at the University of Southern California Gould School of Law and a legal scholar who has schizophrenia, has spoken about her own experiences:

I’ve been mechanically restrained three or four times, for up to 20 hours. . . . It was degrading, dehumanizing and very painful. I’ve had nightmares about it for years.

Keris Myrick, the director of Project Return Peer Support Network, speaking at an event held by the Saks Institute on the use of restraints, echoed Saks:

The first time I was subdued with mechanical restraints it was a very violent act. . . . Several men came towards me and took me down because I didn’t comply with a nurse’s request. They put me in a four-point restraint, where one hand is held up and the other is held down and you’re tied to a bed. I wanted to end my life, then more than ever.

Saks and Myrick are not alone. Beginning in the late 1960s to early 1970s, a movement of people known as ex-patients, psychiatric inmates, ex-inmates, or psychiatric survivors—among other self-selected terms—led the charge to end the use of force and restraints, among other demands. Decades later, that call has gained traction with governmental organizations and medical professionals who

---

117. Id. at 390.
119. Silverstein, supra note 114.
120. Id.
are now calling for safer alternatives. One pilot program to reduce restraints and seclusions during involuntary commitments found that verbal de-escalation takes less time than the process of restraint and involuntary medication, and avoiding coercion not only helps reduce injuries to staff and patients, but also helps establish the trust needed for a successful therapeutic relationship. The program also resulted in a decrease in assaults, injuries, and insurance costs, as well as an increase in patient and staff satisfaction, which led to higher staff retention. But much still remains to be done to end the use of involuntary restraints altogether.

By teaching doctors that that they know what is best for their patients, the medical model imposes an implicit duty on doctors to carry out their will even when it is opposed to the patient’s. Adherence to this duty can lead to events such as the ones experienced by Saks, Myrick, and the patients in the study. Moreover, this implicit duty is in stark opposition to the duty of lawyers to honor and zealously advocate for their client’s wishes without passing judgment (instead providing legal and strategic advice). Lastly, because the medical model focuses on treatment and symptom management—which could be interpreted as curing difference—it ties wellness to assimilation. A person with schizophrenia will be rewarded with safety from forced


124. Zeller Notes, supra note 123.


126. Killelea discusses how the ethical codes of doctors and lawyers seem to conflict. See Killelea, supra note 125, at 448. According to her, lawyers owe their clients advocacy and zealous pursuit of the goals they have determined for themselves. Id. Meanwhile the Hippocratic Oath taken by doctors, “is focused on the doctor making good faith judgments about what to do for the patient, which seems to be far more paternalistic than the attorney’s duty to give voice to the client.” Id.
treatment, restraints, poverty, police brutality, the loss of their children, discrimination, etc., and be considered a “success story” if they have managed to “cure” and “control” their symptoms, with the help of psychiatrists and medications, to the point where no one knows that they hear voices.

This expectation of assimilation hurts people with mental illnesses who have no interest in hiding their experiences or who do not aspire to society’s definition of “normal.” Wendy Lu, a journalist and disabled advocate, presents the desire to “cure” people with disabilities—not just those with mental illnesses—as a harmful product of ableism:

The idea of needing to “fix” or “cure” disability communities automatically assumes a negative relationship between people and their disabilities. It also perpetuates the misconception that disability is something to be ashamed of. In reality, disability is a complex identity, and disabled people are multifaceted non-monolithic human beings. I am proud, like many people, to be disabled. When people suggest that my life would be better without my disability, it feels like they’re rejecting me as a person. . . . When cure functions as a type of social control or pressure to eradicate disability communities, it becomes the opposite of liberation. Especially for people whose disabilities don’t have cures, this mindset can make them feel trapped or inadequate.131

In the Mad Pride movement, people who have been diagnosed with serious mental illnesses refuse treatment and take pride in their inability to fit within a neurological binary that presents normal and abnormal as polar opposites. Within the medical model, the Mad Pride community is seen as sick, and their collective choice to experience what some call an illness as an identity is labelled dangerous. This strictly scientific and diagnostic framework leaves out vocal segments of the mental health community, and limits what the community can achieve and desire.

Certainly, for many people with mental illnesses, a diagnosis and medical treatment are a tried and true part of their journey to achieve recovery. Rejecting

127. See supra note 57 and accompanying text.
128. See supra note 64 and accompanying text.
129. See supra note 63 and accompanying text.
130. See Health & Homelessness, supra note 59; Scheid, supra note 60; Education, supra note 61; Szabo, supra note 62.
131. Wendy Lu, Disabled People Don’t Need to Be “Fixed”—We Need a Cure for Ableism, EVERYDAY FEMINISM (May 21, 2018), https://everydayfeminism.com/2018/05/a-cure-for-ableism/ [https://perma.cc/5CVH-YNPG].
132. See Robinson & Rodrigues, supra note 82.
133. See id.
134. See Kate Bailey, Prozac Saved My Life, and Other Reasons One Experience with Psychiatric Drugs Does Not Account for Them All, THOUGHT CATALOG (Oct. 16, 2013), http://thoughtcat-
the medical model does not disallow this course of action for those who choose it. On the contrary, it expands the possibilities and reimagines the process of medical intervention to be one where the person seeking care rather than the health professional is considered the expert and the decision-maker. Moreover, true autonomy can only be borne of choice. If mental health consumers have nothing but drugs available to them, then their treatment is already coercive.

As explained above, BHLPs are incompatible with the recovery model largely because they affirm the medical model. By partnering with medical providers and existing in the medical setting, BHLPs imply that medical treatment is what is best for a client. By presenting partnerships between lawyers and doctors as a best practice, BHLPs suggest that medical treatment and legal aid are the two main components of a person’s recovery. This can be a dangerous assumption.

C. BHLPs Are Entangled in Harms Perpetuated by Hospitals

In *O'Connor v. Donaldson*, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that:

[a] finding of “mental illness” alone cannot justify a State’s locking a person up against his will and keeping him indefinitely in simple custodial confinement. . . . a State cannot constitutionally confine without more a nondangerous individual who is capable of surviving safely in freedom by himself or with the help of willing and responsible family members or friends.\(^{136}\)

The implication of this ruling, however, is that it is not a violation of the constitutional right to liberty to confine a person who does pose a danger so long as there is due process.\(^{137}\) Though states vary to some degree in their involuntary commitment laws, all must follow the *O'Connor* standard: to involuntarily commit someone, the person must (1) have a mental illness that (2) makes them a danger to themselves or others, and (3) there must not be a less restrictive alternative.\(^{138}\)

---

135. See supra Part III.A.
137. See id. at 580.
138. See id. at 576; See ROBERT M. LEVY & LEONARD S. RUBENSTEIN, THE RIGHTS OF PEOPLE WITH MENTAL DISABILITIES 26–35 (Southern Illinois University Press, 1996) (explaining the involuntary commitment standard); see also Megan Testa and Sara G. West, *Civil Commitment in the*
There have been a number of critiques of the involuntary commitment standard. Cynthia Ward has denounced prong one’s emphasis on pathology, which requires reliance on medical interpretation often biased toward commitment, as well as the courts’ treatment of “dangerousness” in prong two as synonymous with “mental illness.” She proposes an alternative “purely legal standard” which focuses on the person’s capacity. As a compromise between autonomy and paternalism, Elyn Saks proposes an alternative standard that would define “danger” more strictly and precisely, but only for those who have been previously committed.

Though not true in every case, opposition or support for involuntary commitment (and other forced treatment programs) can separate the mental health community into directly impacted mental health consumers and legal advocates on one side, and their loved ones, caregivers, and health providers on the other.
even those who believe forced treatment is a necessary evil cannot deny that it is perhaps the biggest threat to a person’s autonomy authorized by civil law. Moreover, forced treatment undermines the therapeutic relationship,\textsuperscript{144} deters people from seeking care for fear that their liberty will be restricted,\textsuperscript{145} instills fear,\textsuperscript{146} creates potentially high costs of enforcement,\textsuperscript{147} diverts funds from psychosocial support programs and community-based treatment,\textsuperscript{148} and can function as a tool

\textsuperscript{144} A 2011 study found that “[p]atients who experienced high levels of coercion tended to rate their relationship with the admitting clinician more poorly than those who experienced low levels of coercion. This was true for both voluntarily and involuntarily admitted patients.” Kathleen Ann Sheehan & Tom Burns, Perceived Coercion and the Therapeutic Relationship: A Neglected Association?, 62 PSYCHIATRIC SERVS. 471, 474 (2011), https://ps.psychiatryonline.org/pdf/10.1176/ps.psychiatryonline.org.471/474.


\textsuperscript{146} See supra Part III.B.

\textsuperscript{147} Forced treatments often involve additional efforts to enforce. Those who have been involuntarily committed have a right to a hearing. \textit{See infra} note 176. This means that there will be additional costs associated with legal representation for both the hospital and the person committed. Meanwhile, enforcing involuntary outpatient treatment may include the cost of having the police pick someone up. \textit{See Position Statement on Involuntary Commitment, supra} note 112, at 2.

\textsuperscript{148} See supra note 109 and accompanying text.
of racial discrimination. Further, studies show that consumer-led treatment and alternative programs focused on de-escalation result in better outcomes.

Many hospitals in the United States have a unit for patients who have been involuntarily committed. Thus, BHLPs that work with mental health hospitals may be serving at least some people who are receiving mental health treatment against their will, mandated and administered by the medical professional partnered with the BHLP lawyer. This creates significant challenges for building positive lawyer-client relationships, makes it difficult to implement recovery-based practices, and is fundamentally incompatible with the recovery model. When BHLPs work with entities that support forced treatment, they are not just allied with but are part of a system that hurts their clients.

D. BHLPs Are Located at the Sites of Personal and Historical Trauma

For many people with mental illnesses, hospitals are traumatic places. Whether the stay is voluntary or involuntary, it can involve some of their darkest and scariest moments. Even if doctors and staff members have the best intentions,

149. A 1984 study found that compared to white men, non-white men are at high risk for involuntary commitment, more likely to experience it, and more likely to be referred to hospitals by law enforcement officials. See Sarah Rosenfield, Race Differences in Involuntary Hospitalization: Psychiatric vs. Labeling Perspectives, 25 J. OF HEALTH AND SOC. BEHAVIOR 14, 21 (1984), http://www.jstor.org/stable/2136701?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents [https://perma.cc/8A6T-WVTK]. A 2003 study confirmed this trend, but only for low-poverty areas, finding that “Blacks and Hispanics were much more likely than Whites to be referred by law enforcement officials in” those areas. Julian Chun-Chung Chow, Kim Jaffee & Lonnie Snowden, Racial/Ethnic Disparities in the Use of Mental Health Services in Poverty Areas, 93 AM. J. OF PUBLIC HEALTH 792, 796 (2003), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1447841/#r43 [https://perma.cc/8C85-2RWA].


151. See supra notes 123-124 and accompanying text.

152. As an alternative to forced treatment, Leah Harris suggests increasing funding for outreach efforts that attract consumers voluntarily to services that actually work for them. See Leah Harris, Washington’s Horrible Mental Health Legislation, HUFFINGTON POST (Nov. 23, 2015, 10:20 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/leah-harris/washingtons-horrible-mental-health-legislation-b-8623226.html [https://perma.cc/44AZ-SEN7]. In cases where a person lacks the capacity to make informed treatment decisions, she suggests investing in programs that focus on getting people with mental illnesses to partner with professionals as part of their care. Id. Two of the programs she suggests are supported decision-making and Open Dialogue. Id.; See generally Soumitra Pathare and Laura S. Shields, Supported Decision-Making for Persons with Mental Illness: A Review, 34 Pub. Health Rev. 1 (2012), http://supporteddecisionmaking.org/legal-resource/supported-decision-making-persons-mental-illness-review [https://perma.cc/6955-5LJJ] (highlighting research on the use of supported decision-making for persons with mental illness); About the Open Dialogue Approach, THE INST. FOR DIALOGIC PRACTICE, http://www.dialogicpractice.net/open-dialogue/about-open-dialogue/ [https://perma.cc/23GM-GA9S] (describing Open Dialogue).

it can be difficult for someone to feel safe or confident during a hospitalization. This alone can be traumatic. As discussed previously, if the experience is one that involves physical restraints and the use of force, it can be harrowing.

So shared is the trauma of hospital settings that an entire movement emerged in response to it: ex-patients, psychiatric inmates, ex-inmates, and psychiatric survivors, among others. Psychiatric hospitals have a dark history that cannot be ignored. Many hospitals currently operating once served as mental health asylums. Though modern hospitals are undeniably much more humane than the asylums of the 19th and 20th Centuries, it is a failure of the state and a violation of the rights of people with mental illnesses that 54 years after deinstitutionalization began, hundreds of thousands of people with mental illnesses are still living in segregated institutions—including nursing homes—and away from their communities for extended periods of time.

---

154. See supra note 121 and accompanying text.
156. Deinstitutionalization refers to the project of gradually moving people with disabilities, including people with mental illnesses and people with intellectual and developmental disabilities, from large institutions and into the community. What Is Deinstitutionalization?, OPEN SOC’Y FOUND. (Apr. 2015), https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/explainers/what-deinstitutionalization [https://perma.cc/SC9H-LRJW]; LEVY & RUBENSTEIN, supra note 138, at 18–21; see also Deanna Pan, TIMELINE: Deinstitutionalization and Its Consequences, MOTHER JONES, (Apr. 29, 2013, 10:00 AM), https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2013/04/timeline-mental-health-america/ [https://perma.cc/3M3R-9SDS]. In the United States, “[l]arge-scale deinstitutionalization of individuals with disabilities began occurring in the 1960’s and 1970’s, in large part in response to a civil rights movement on behalf of individuals with psychiatric and intellectual disabilities confined in massive public institutions. Between 1955 and 1980, the census of public psychiatric institutions decreased from 559,000 to 154,000. By 2000, it had decreased to less than 50,000.”
A PLACE OF MY OWN, JUDGE DAVID L. BAZELON CTR. FOR MENTAL HEALTH LAW (Mar. 2014), http://www.bazelon.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/A-Place-of-my-Own.pdf [https://perma.cc/8SXX-HNMF] [hereinafter A PLACE OF MY OWN]. In 1990, Congress passed the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) finding that “‘the Nation’s proper goals regarding individuals with disabilities are to assure equality of opportunity, full participation, independent living, and economic self-sufficiency for such individuals.’”
157. The community services that were supposed to be developed for individuals leaving institutions, however, did not materialize on the scale initially envisioned, as federal and state dollars for these programs dried up. While the deinstitutionalization of the 1970’s and 1980’s was successful in shutting and downsizing institutions, ‘it was less successful in promoting investments in the kind of community service infrastructure that enables people with psychiatric disabilities to thrive in the community.’ When Congress enacted Medicaid in the 1960’s, it excluded coverage for people in state psychiatric facilities because such care had traditionally been a state responsibility. However, Medicaid does cover nursing home care, providing federal dollars to pay for at least half of such costs. Taking advantage of this coverage, states moved many people from state psychiatric hospitals into nursing homes. By 1980, 750,000 people with serious mental illnesses lived in nursing homes, representing approximately 44% of the nursing home population. Over the years, many
Another less talked about human rights violation committed by and at hospitals was eugenic sterilization. Harmful and ableist beliefs that people with disabilities should not be able to have and raise children originated during the 1920s and 30s when U.S. geneticists hoped to engineer a master society.\textsuperscript{158} Beginning with Indiana in 1907, over thirty states enacted laws authorizing involuntary sterilization.\textsuperscript{159} In 1927, the Supreme Court upheld the practice in \textit{Buck v. Bell}.\textsuperscript{160} In its majority opinion authored by Oliver Wendell Holmes, the Court stated that:

\begin{quote}
It is better for all the world if, instead of waiting to execute degenerate offspring for crime, or to let them starve for their imbecility, society can prevent those who are manifestly unfit from continuing their kind. . . . Three generations of imbeciles are enough.\textsuperscript{161}
\end{quote}

By 1970, more than 65,000 Americans had been sterilized against their will.\textsuperscript{162} Even today, almost 29 years after the passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act, people with disabilities should not be able to have and raise children.

other people who left state psychiatric hospitals went to large board and care homes or other, similar institutional facilities.

A PLACE OF MY OWN, supra note 156, at 2–3 (internal citations omitted). See also Disability Rights—ACLU Position/Briefing Paper, Am. CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, https://www.aclu.org/disability-rights-aclu-positionbriefing-paper [https://perma.cc/4VEY-5WKS] (Last updated 1999) (“Too many disabled people are still institutionalized, despite the fact that the care they need can be provided within their communities.”); Pan, supra note 156. The project of deinstitutionalization and enforcing \textit{Olmstead} continues to this day, led by organizations like the Bazelon Center for Mental Health Law. See e.g. \textit{Williams v. Quinn}, 748 F. Supp. 2d 892 (N.D. Ill. 2010) (ongoing settlement enforcement for case challenging Illinois’ segregation of more than 4,000 individuals with mental illnesses in intermediate care nursing facilities in violation of \textit{Olmstead}; see also Current Litigation: \textit{Williams v. Quinn}, JUDGE DAVID L. BAZELON CTR. FOR MENTAL HEALTH LAW (2016), http://www.bazel-

\textit{om.org/williams-v-quinn/ [https://perma.cc/7Q8B-TEZ3].}


161. \textit{Buck}, at 207.

162. \textit{Eugenics in 50 States, supra note 159; see also LOMBARDO} (2008), supra note 160, at 293 (appendix listing laws and sterilizations by state); TRENT (2017), supra note 160, at 178-216.
Act, several states still preserve some form of involuntary sterilization law, and Bell—cited by a federal appeals court as recently as 2001—has yet to be overruled.163

A significant number of these sterilizations took place at hospitals, some of which are still operating today.164 Yet this traumatic history is rarely discussed, and most of the hospitals involved have yet to acknowledge their role in this atrocity.

E. A New Model is Needed

If the historical human rights violations committed at hospitals seem too distant in time to impact the wellbeing of contemporary people with mental illnesses, consider the constant reference to them that still occurs today. Halloween haunted houses are still asylum-themed,165 strait jackets are popular costumes,166 and a well-received article was published in The New York Times calling for a return to asylums.167 These occurrences, and the lack of widespread reparations for the harms done,168 continue to instill fear in the mental health community. And together with the ongoing traumatic experiences of forced treatment, involuntary commitment, physical restraints, general loss of autonomy, and the perpetuation of the medical model, these are systemic instances of violence against people with mental illnesses.

163. Bell was cited by a federal appeals court as recently as 2001, in Vaughn v. Ruoff, a case involving a mother with an intellectual disability whose social worker told her that getting sterilized would help her regain custody of her children. Her children were not returned. Vaughn v. Ruoff, 253 F.3d 1124, 1127–29 (8th Cir. 2001); see also Trent (1994), supra note 160, at 233.

164. The following are just a few examples of hospitals, still operating as psychiatric hospitals today, where eugenic sterilizations of “mentally deficient” people occurred: Bryce State Hospital in Alabama; Napa State Hospital, Metropolitan State Hospital, and Patton State Hospital in California; Connecticut Valley Hospital in Connecticut; Delaware Psychiatric Center and Governor Beacon Health Center in Delaware; Central State Hospital and East Central Regional Hospital Gracewood in Georgia; State Hospital South in Idaho; and Logansport State Hospital in Indiana. Eugenics in 50 States, supra note 159.


166. See e.g., Adult’s Straight Jacket Halloween Costume, Amazon.com, https://www.amazon.com/Adults-Straight-Jacket-Halloween-Costume/dp/B000ROF90 [https://perma.cc/SUEK].


Even so, this Article does not deny the benefits of BHLPs, nor does it argue that BHLPs and/or MLPs generally should cease to exist. Recognizing the merits of a model should not prevent the discussion of its shortcomings. This Article focuses on the MLP model’s shortcomings as applied to mental health contexts (BHLPs) and how a new model could remedy them. Before discussing the proposed new model, addressing some of the likely counterarguments is essential.

The counterargument that treatment centers, such as hospitals, are the best location for lawyers to connect with people with mental illnesses has already been addressed.169 An important addition to that discussion is that the proposed adaptation of the MLP model could still reach people with mental illnesses who are at clinical treatment centers through referrals from the treatment center itself. These referrals would encourage people with mental illnesses to seek support, or additional support, for their recovery process from a non-clinical provider who will in turn prove to be a better partner for the lawyer.

A related counterargument might be that BHLPs allow lawyers to make change from the inside, by encouraging the doctors and nurses they are in partnership with to adopt recovery values and respect their patients’ autonomy. Unfortunately, both medical staff and treatment centers face incentives to adhere to the status quo that are far too great for one patient’s lawyer to overcome. First, it is important to re-emphasize that hospitals and doctors believe it is their obligation to serve and take care of people who, in their eyes, are unable to make their own choices. In fact, in this context, involuntary treatment is often framed as increasing access to treatment.170 Second, treatment centers like hospitals do not want to be liable or responsible for harms caused by someone they did not admit into their care.171 It will take more than the presence of one or a few attorneys to cause the kind of system-wide overhaul that would lead to lowering involuntary commitments or ending the use of restraints, among other reforms.

169. See supra Part III.A (final paragraph).

171. See, e.g., Steven J. Schwartz, Annotated List of Damage Cases for Persons with Mental Disabilities, PsychRights.ORG (May 2002), http://psychrights.org/research/DAMCASES.htm#FAILURE [https://perma.cc/M5PL-VCKR] (citing Clark v. N.Y., 472 N.Y.S.2d 170 (N.Y. App. Div. 1984) (finding liability for failure to institutionalize person with disability); Gilchrist v. City of Linonia, 599 F.Supp. 260 (E.D. Mich. 1984) (finding liability for failure to institutionalize person with disability); Hamman v. Co. of Maricopa, 775 P.2d 1122 (Ariz. Sup. Ct. 1989) (holding that psychiatrist has duty to protect public, at least where victim is identifiable or in zone of danger, even in absence of specific threats); Naidu v. Laird, 539 A.2d 1064 (Del. Sup. Ct. 1988) (concluding that psychiatrist is liable for $1.4 million for releasing hospital resident who subsequently kills decedent, based upon violation of duty to protect public and to commit dangerous persons); Peterson v. State, 671 P.2d 230 (Wash. Sup. Ct. 1983) (finding liability for failure to petition for involuntary commitment). But see id. (citing Estate of Gilmore v. Buckley, 608 F. Supp. 554 (D. Mass. 1985), aff’d, 787 F.2d 714 (1st Cir. 1986) (holding no duty to hospitalize and no claim under §1983); Paul v. Plymouth General Hospital, 408 N.W.2d 492 (Mich. Ct. App. 1987) (holding that emergency room doctor who was not a psychiatrist had no special duty to mentally disabled woman to commit her or to refer her to psychiatric treatment, since she was admitted only for medical care)).
A third argument in favor of lawyers working with hospitals and other clinical settings is that without such a partnership, vulnerable patients experiencing forced treatment will be left without the protection a BHLP lawyer can offer. This is a misunderstanding of both involuntary commitment laws and the MLP model. In thirty states, people who have been involuntarily committed have a statutory right to counsel. This means that a lawyer—either from an entity specialized in this kind of representation, a public defender’s office for instance, or an appointed attorney—will assist them in challenging the commitment. In the twenty states that do not provide counsel, it is likely BHLP lawyers would nevertheless be unable to represent clients in involuntary commitment proceedings. Most MLP (and thus, BHLP) agreements between hospitals (or other clinical entities) and legal organizations include a promise from the legal organization not to represent clients in complaints against the hospital itself or its doctors. While this is proper due to the inherent conflict of interest that would arise from such representation—likely making it unadvisable even if not a contractual violation—it does mean that the lawyer is unable to fully ally themselves with their client, and their ability to oppose the doctor’s treatment decisions is limited.

Moreover, concerns about coercive treatment in hospitals and other in-patient treatment settings are not limited to involuntary treatment. In fact, the distinction between involuntary and voluntary admission to a hospital is misleading. Involuntary patients are admitted without their consent and have a constitutional right to a hearing to challenge their admission. Meanwhile, voluntary patients sign a form allowing their admission, either: (1) of their own volition, (2) because they


173. In those states, for attorneys interested in a BHLP, partnering with these involuntary commitment defense lawyers to have them refer client’s poverty law issues may be an alternative to partnering with the hospital itself.

174. Admittedly, this limitation would also apply to Clubhouse-Legal Partnerships, as lawyers would likely be unable to represent members who have complaints against the clubhouse. See infra Part IV. Such a constraint is likely unavoidable with any partnership. However, in clinical settings, given that medical care is being provided—which is more inherently risky than psychosocial support—this limitation on whom a lawyer can sue is more significant. One solution is to ensure that BHLP/MLP agreements do not prevent lawyers from referring cases they cannot take themselves due to a conflict of interest with the partner entity.

175. See *MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT* r. 1.7 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2017), https://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_professional_conduct/rule_1_7_conflict_of_interest_current_clients.html [https://perma.cc/7GZJ-SABN].

176. The Supreme Court has yet to rule on whether preliminary hearings held promptly after an individual has been committed are constitutionally required, but courts have found a constitutional due process right to a full hearing, at which the need for commitment must be proved by clear and convincing evidence. *LEVY & RUBINSTEIN, supra* note 138, at 70–71.
were pressured by a third party, such as the hospital staff or police, or (3) because they are a minor whose parents have authorized it.\textsuperscript{177} While voluntary patients enjoy privileges such as the right to refuse treatment, unlocked wards, and increased grounds access, they can be converted to involuntary status if they assert the right to refuse treatment.\textsuperscript{178} As a result, voluntary patients may be threatened into compliance out of fear. This demonstrates that regardless of their status as voluntary or involuntary patients, the hospital setting, in itself, is coercive and autonomy-harming. BHLPs located in hospitals or in-patient treatment centers, thus, cannot fully untangle themselves from that coercion.

Lawyers who want to stand with and fight alongside the mental health community, who want to adopt the recovery model and engage in work that builds power for people with mental illnesses, cannot resign themselves to partnering with and working within the systems that inflict harm and stifle this progress. A new model is needed.

IV. A NEW MODEL: THE CLUBHOUSE LEGAL-PARTNERSHIP

A. Addressing Recovery-Harming Social Conditions

As stated in Parts II and III, when it comes to serving people with mental illnesses, the Medical-Legal Partnership has both concerning shortcomings and impressive advantages. Though Part III focused on the ways BHLPs (as MLPs in the mental health context) fall short of upholding the recovery model and autonomy principles, it is worth restating the MLP model’s strengths. MLPs allow lawyers to: (1) reach people with health needs at a location they already frequent; (2) work with health experts to support their clients; (3) effect health delivery system improvements by suggesting new policies to their health partners; and (4) transform individual client advocacy into systemic change.\textsuperscript{179} In short, the MLP’s biggest success is in outlining how lawyers can work effectively with health experts to improve health outcomes at both an individual and systemic scale.

As discussed in Part III.A, health—specifically, symptom management—is just one of the four elements of recovery.\textsuperscript{180} The failure of BHLPs, then, is that their focus on addressing health-harming social conditions leaves out important components of recovery. Recovery requires that health choices be self-directed and well informed, that people have a purpose and community, and that people have control over their lives.\textsuperscript{181} BHLPs provide legal services that address hous-
ing, benefits, education, and employment issues, all of which are essential to recovery. But Part III demonstrated that the BHLP model ignores the ways in which the medical partner itself can be recovery-harming. Shifting the focus from health to recovery would make it necessary for lawyers to move from thinking about the law as a way to secure resources that alleviate their clients’ symptoms, to thinking of the law as a set of tools the clients themselves can use to find a home, friendship, meaning, and community.

This section, thus, proposes a model that preserves the MLP’s outline of how to work with experts who are already serving the target population, and focuses it on addressing recovery-harming social conditions by partnering with non-clinical recovery experts.

B. The Clubhouse Model

The right partner for an MLP adapted to serving people with mental illnesses is one that: (1) believes in, is committed to, and has expertise in the recovery model; (2) respects the autonomy of people with mental illnesses; (3) is non-clinical, respects each person’s right to seek or not seek medical care, and helps those who want it, to access it; (4) provides services only voluntarily; and, (5) is open to all people with mental illnesses who seek to participate. Clubhouses meet every one of these criteria.

Clubhouses are mental health community centers that are run by people with mental illnesses (“members”) themselves with the help of a small number of staff who work side-by-side with them.182 Fountain House, established in 1948 in New York City, was the first clubhouse.183 Today, there are over 300 clubhouses in 30 countries,184 including 187 in the United States.185 All clubhouses are overseen and supported by Clubhouse International, an international, non-governmental, non-profit organization located in New York City that is dedicated to creating new and sustaining existing clubhouses around the world.186

186. Originally named the International Center for Clubhouse Development, Clubhouse International was established in 1994, just two years after the enactment of the Americans with Disabilities Act. Though Fountain House had long been working to expand its model, Clubhouse International was established in response to the need for an organization that would oversee expansion efforts and devote resources to strengthening and nurturing new clubhouses. It works to teach and implement clubhouse values by revising and implementing the Clubhouse Standards, establishing an accreditation program, and coordinating trainings to start new clubhouses and develop existing ones. See Aaron Levin, Fountain House Planted Seeds for Global Movement, PSYCHIATRIC NEWS (Aug. 2012), https://psychnews.psychiatryonline.org/doi/full/10.1176/pn.47.15.psychnews_47_15_5-a [https://perma.cc/3NRQ-85U2]; Clubhouse History, supra note 183.
Many clubhouses, known as free-standing clubhouses, are structured as independent non-profit organizations. These clubhouses have a Board of Directors charged with fundraising, setting policy, overseeing the budget, and supporting and evaluating the Executive Director, as well as a Clubhouse Director (and staff) in charge of daily operations, including working with and recruiting members and complying with grants and contracts. Others operate as a specific program within a larger organization known as an auspice agency. Each structure has its benefits and challenges. Like other non-profits, clubhouses rely on a variety of funding sources, including traditional fundraising and donations. Clubhouses may lobby to receive state, county, city, or government funding, including funds targeted at improving services for people with mental illnesses. Sometimes, federally funded vocational rehabilitation agencies are open to subcontracting out vocational services to Clubhouse Model programs. Many clubhouses also receive private funding, such as foundation grants.


189. According to Mike Furches, who has worked in both free-standing and auspice-sponsored clubhouses, operating as a free-standing clubhouse gives the organization the freedom to direct its own operations and engage in any projects it wants, and enjoys the support of a Board of Directors fully committed to the clubhouse—as opposed to a board that is focused on several different programs, only one of which is the clubhouse. Furches, supra note 188. Operating as an auspice agency makes implementing and upholding clubhouse standards more difficult, as the auspice agency may have different priorities, may not understand the model, and may assert inappropriate influence over the clubhouse program. Id. However, Furches acknowledges that clubhouses with auspice agencies that provide other mental health services have immediate referral sources. Id. Other clubhouses find the auspice structure to be ideal for their communities. See Clubhouse Relationships with Auspice Agencies, supra note 188. High Hopes Clubhouse is operated as part of the auspice agency Kennebec Behavioral Health in Waterville, Maine. Id. The organizations jointly authored a short paper where they discussed how they divide and delineate responsibilities to ensure the clubhouse can be successful. Id. In their case, the auspice agency commits to allowing the clubhouse independence while providing global financing, IT, billing, and clinical support, as well as help promote and advocate for them. Id. at 2. The clubhouse also has an Advisory Board that works closely with the auspice agency’s Board of Directors. Id.
Clubhouses follow what is known as the work-ordered day. Members and staff equally participate in various tasks related to the maintenance of the clubhouse and support members in attaining housing, education, and jobs. This is done through involvement in “units” specialized in areas such as clerical work, cooking, cleaning, education, employment, and reaching out to members who have become less active or are hospitalized. Furthermore, as detailed by Melanie Sennet of Stepping Stone Clubhouse:

The underlying belief of the Work-ordered Day is that regardless of a member’s disability every member has a contribution to make that will assist with achieving the work required of the clubhouse. The belief of members being needed, expected and wanted portrays the message that we need you to be involved to get the work done. This sense of belonging is very powerful and ultimately helps members to increase their self-esteem and confidence.

Clubhouses also host social events and celebrate holidays on the day they fall. They are egalitarian: all decisions are made by consensus at open forum meetings, and there are no staff-only areas. Membership is voluntary, free, open to anyone with a mental illness, and lifelong. Clubhouses must be located

---


195. See supra note 194, at 5; Sennett, supra note 194, at 1.

196. See supra note 194. Standard 18 of the International Standards for Clubhouse Programs states: “The clubhouse is organized into one or more work units, each of which has sufficient staff, members and meaningful work to sustain a full and engaging Work-ordered Day. Unit meetings are held to foster relationships as well as to organize and plan the work of the day.” International Standards for Clubhouse Programs, CLUBHOUSE INT’L (2016), https://www.clubhouse-intl.org/documents/standards_2016_eng.pdf [https://perma.cc/JX6E-F2U5] [hereinafter International Standards]. In addition, the work-ordered day mimics the typical business hours of the working community where the clubhouse is located. See Sennett, supra note 194, at 3-4. Standard 7 states: “The Clubhouse provides an effective reach out system to members who are not attending, becoming isolated in the community or hospitalized” International Standards, supra.

197. Sennett, supra note 194, at 2.

198. Standard 32 states: “The Clubhouse has recreational and social programs during evenings and on weekends. Holidays are celebrated on the actual day they are observed.” International Standards, supra note 196.

199. Standard 37 states: “The Clubhouse holds open forums and has procedures which enable members and staff to actively participate in decision making, generally by consensus, regarding governance, policy making, and the future direction and development of the Clubhouse.” Id.

200. Standard 14 states: “All Clubhouse space is member and staff accessible. There are no staff only or member only spaces.” Id.

201. Standard 1 states: “Membership is voluntary and without time limits.” Id. Standard 2 states: “The Clubhouse has control over its acceptance of new members. Membership is open to anyone with a history of mental illness, unless that person poses a significant and current threat to the general safety of the Clubhouse community.” Id. Standard 6 states: “Members have a right to
in areas accessible via public transportation, and members can come and go as they please as well as decide how and when to participate in clubhouse activities. In sum, clubhouses seek to build power for people with mental illnesses and aid them in re-entering the workforce, securing safe housing—which is a right of membership—and gaining a sense of autonomy and community.

Research on the Clubhouse Model has found that it is effective and cost-effective when compared to other mental health care approaches. In fact, the Clubhouse Model has been recognized as an evidence-based program by SAMHSA. Studies have found that hospitalization, incarceration, and involvement with the criminal legal system decrease significantly as a result of membership. Improved wellbeing has also been proved when compared to people receiving psychiatric services without clubhouse membership. One study found that clubhouse members were much more likely to report that they had close friendships, and someone they could rely on when they needed help. Anecdotal evidence shows that many members feel that they have found a home and a place immediate re-entry into the Clubhouse community after any length of absence, unless their return poses a threat to the Clubhouse community.”

202. Standard 26 states: “The Clubhouse is located in an area where access to local transportation can be assured, both in terms of getting to and from the program and accessing [transitional employment] opportunities. The Clubhouse provides or arranges for effective alternatives whenever access to public transportation is limited.”

203. Standard 3 states: “Members choose the way they utilize the Clubhouse, and the staff with whom they work. There are no agreements, contracts, schedules, or rules intended to enforce participation of members.”


206. The Clubhouse Model was accepted for inclusion on the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration’s (SAMHSA) National Registry of Evidence Based Practices and Programs (NREPP) in 2011. Recent Research, CLUBHOUSE INT’L, https://clubhouse-intl.org/recent-research/ [https://perma.cc/3ZVF-J325]. The review indicated that “the ICCD Clubhouse Model surpassed the minimum levels of research required for inclusion,” indicating “there is evidence that supports clubhouse outcomes from studies with experimental or quasi-experimental designs.” Id. In April 2018, SAMHSA announced it would discontinue the NREPP program. SAMHSA, NAT’L REGISTRY OF EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICES AND PROGRAMS, https://www.samhsa.gov/nrepp [https://perma.cc/2W5D-2DRH].


209. Id. at 318.
where they belong.\textsuperscript{210} For a population that is often abandoned by both loved ones and the systems meant to protect them, the value of this is unquantifiable.

Lastly, clubhouses are ideal partners because they often serve low-income people—many of whom live solely off disability benefits—who have little access to services, live in group homes, and/or who have experienced homelessness.

C. Adopting the Tenets of Community Lawyering

One key component of the proposed model is that the people served must also be partners. Because clubhouse members are experts on their own recovery and recognized as partners in the clubhouse’s management, they must also be involved in all elements of the proposed partnership’s work. Just as the recovery model asks medical professionals to recognize people with mental illnesses’ inherent expertise on their own lives, the lawyer must also recognize the client’s expertise in their circumstances and needs. Community lawyering is thus an essential component of the proposed model.

Community lawyering is a model of lawyering that centers community members, organizations, and organizers as the experts on what their community’s collective needs are, what strategies they would like to pursue, and when and how they would like to pursue them.\textsuperscript{211} The role of lawyers, then, is to offer their services as “tacticians in the struggle for change,”\textsuperscript{212} by using litigation, policy advocacy, research, community education, and/or infrastructure-building to support the community’s efforts—but only when and as requested by the community.\textsuperscript{213} In the same way that the recovery model calls on medical providers to be supporters and advisors rather than decisionmakers, the community lawyering model calls upon lawyers to be “tacticians” rather than “saviors or gatekeepers.”\textsuperscript{214}

Several authors and practitioners have written extensively about community lawyering.\textsuperscript{214} However, the integration of community lawyering within MLPs has

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{210} Member Stories, CLUBHOUSE INT’L, http://clubhouse-intl.org/news-stories/member-stories/ [https://perma.cc/SR3F-DPZH].
\item \textsuperscript{213} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{214} See generally Social Justice Lawyering Reading List, BILL QUIGLEY SOC. JUSTICE ADVOCACY, https://billquigley.wordpress.com/2013/08/13/social-justice-lawyering-reading-list/.
\end{itemize}
not been sufficiently explored.\textsuperscript{215} Clinical Professors and MLP practitioners Amy Killelea and Dina Shek’s writings are among the few exceptions. Killelea has written on how Gerald Lopez’s “rebellious lawyering”\textsuperscript{216} values can strengthen MLPs.\textsuperscript{217} Shek has written on the need for a racial justice and community lawyering lens in MLP practice.\textsuperscript{218} Lawyers working under the proposed model should become familiar with this scholarship and prepare to apply its tenets. Ultimately, as Charles Elsesser notes, the goal of lawyers must be to use their skills “not only to gain benefits for those communities but also to consciously build organizational power and community leadership” so as to promote interdependence among strong communities rather than dependence on lawyers.\textsuperscript{219}

\textbf{D. The Clubhouse-Legal Partnership}

The goal of the proposed Clubhouse-Legal Partnership is to address recovery-harming social conditions, prevent and de-escalate health crises, and promote the ability of people with mental illnesses to live independently by providing holistic and collaborative legal advocacy. This would be accomplished through a partnership between a legal services organization and a clubhouse.\textsuperscript{220} As part of the partnership, lawyers would offer onsite direct representation, facilitate systemic action, and provide community education. Clubhouse staff and members would take part in and steer systemic action and community education, support direct repre-
sentation by providing complementary psychosocial support to members receiving legal aid, and recruit new members (thereby expanding the lawyers’ and the clubhouse’s reach).

Just as in the MLP model, CLP lawyers would work onsite at the clubhouse, train staff and members to screen for legal issues, educate members to understand their individual cases as all stemming from the same systemic shortcomings, and address recurring issues through systemic action. The following figure shows the similarities and differences between MLPs/BHLPs and the proposed CLP model.

CLPs would use at least three strategies: direct representation, community education, and system action. Following community lawyering tenets, the use and implementation of all three strategies should originate from and be guided by clubhouse members’ own determinations of their community’s needs. When approaching a clubhouse to start a CLP, initial conversations should focus on identifying the legal needs and determining the legal organization’s capacity to meet them. Does the legal organization have legal expertise in the area? How long do the types of representation needed usually take? Like BHLPs, CLPs will likely focus on the
following legal issue areas: income and insurance; housing and utilities; education and employment; legal status; and personal or family stability.\textsuperscript{221} That said, as stated in Part II.E, lawyers working with people with mental illnesses must be willing to be generalists. This mirrors the generalist nature of staff positions within clubhouses.\textsuperscript{222}

For example, if a clubhouse identified a need for housing, public benefits, and removing legal barriers to a successful reentry after incarceration—three areas critical to recovery and independence—the legal organization should prepare to provide \emph{direct representation} in: landlord-tenant disputes, including eviction defense; denial, reduction, or overpayment of Supplemental Security Income and Social Security Disability Insurance benefits; criminal debt; criminal record expungement; and civil rights restoration.\textsuperscript{223} \emph{Community education} for that same clubhouse might include “Know Your Rights” trainings and workshops on issues such as Medicaid eligibility and how to return to work without losing your disability benefits. Lastly, \emph{systemic action} could include engaging members to collectively draft policy proposals, bringing impact litigation claims, and creating a coalition of mental health advocacy organizations in the city where the clubhouse is located.

As a hypothetical example (to demonstrate how a CLP would work on an individual scale), the clubhouse might identify one of its members, Kevin, as someone who could benefit from the newly-implemented CLP. Suppose Kevin’s situation were as follows:

Last year, clubhouse member Kevin was arrested for drug possession. Charges were dismissed after completion of a jail diversion program but he still owes $358 in court fees. His driver’s license was suspended for failure to pay. As a result, he is having trouble making it to his weekly therapy sessions. Kevin has also applied for SSI but was denied because the Social Security Administration did not find him sufficiently “disabled.” Because of these stressors, Kevin had a noisy psychotic episode that alarmed his neighbors. His landlord filed for eviction alleging he violated the lease. Kevin is afraid his criminal record could keep him from finding a new apartment if he is evicted, and eventually, from obtaining a job.\textsuperscript{224}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{221} See supra Fig. 1.
\item \textsuperscript{222} Standard 10 of the International Standards for Clubhouse Programs states: “Clubhouse staff have generalist roles. All staff share employment, housing, evening and weekend, holiday and unit responsibilities. Clubhouse staff do not divide their time between Clubhouse and other major work responsibilities that conflict with the unique nature of member/staff relationships.” \textit{International Standards}, supra note 196.
\item \textsuperscript{223} Any issue areas that the lawyer is unable to handle would be referred to other legal organizations willing to take the case, with the appropriate follow up.
\item \textsuperscript{224} Kevin’s story is a hypothetical based on common scenarios seen by direct civil legal services attorneys who regularly serve people with mental illnesses.
\end{itemize}
The CLP lawyer might evaluate Kevin’s criminal debt issue and personally refer him to a trusted, specialized bankruptcy lawyer. Meanwhile, the clubhouse could help Kevin learn to use public transportation, so he can get around until he is able to obtain a new driver’s license. The CLP lawyer might also appeal Kevin’s SSI denial by arguing that the proper analysis for a person with both schizophrenia and substance abuse was not conducted. To help Kevin with his housing, the CLP lawyer could file a response to the eviction notice, raising the landlord’s obligation to offer reasonable accommodations under the Fair Housing Act as an affirmative defense. The CLP lawyer might also talk to Kevin about applying for a criminal record expungement so that Kevin does not have to worry about it being a hindrance to finding an apartment or a job. As a result of this advocacy, Kevin’s mental health might improve. Soon, he might even feel ready to participate in the clubhouse’s supported employment program.

Furthering this hypothetical, we could see that the benefits of Kevin’s case would not just be individual. Because members in clubhouses work together side-by-side every day, Kevin has likely shared his experiences with at least some of his peers. Other clubhouse members who have talked to Kevin about his worries and who share similar concerns might get together and decide that they would like to canvass the neighborhood where their clubhouse is located to garner support for an amendment that is up for a vote in the upcoming elections that would restore the voting rights of people with certain felonies. The lawyer could support them by arranging a training on canvassing to be conducted by local organizers and by providing education on the collateral consequences of criminal arrests.

This hypothetical is just a glimpse of how a CLP could work. It highlights three major benefits of the CLP model. First, the CLP model allows for recovery-focused and autonomy-respecting legal care. In the hypothetical, Kevin’s CLP services were not just focused on addressing personal emergencies, but also on building a better future for him. Each challenge was accompanied by an effort, both legal and psychosocial, that allowed Kevin to grow and gain new skills as he took on his social needs. For example, as a referral attorney was helping him file for bankruptcy, he was learning to take public transportation. Because CLP lawyers will reach clients in a non-clinical setting where the focus is not on their illness, the client’s own goals and progress will be at the forefront as they work with the attorney. Lawyers will be able to provide services in partnership with a team of staff that is working toward the client’s independence.

Second, CLP lawyers can build long-term relationships with clients and have the security of knowing that their clients will always be supported. One of the most difficult challenges faced by direct services attorneys is the sheer volume of cases and the inability to follow up with every client after the legal representation ends. What happens to the client afterwards? What happens after, in particular,

---

to a client whose social needs are likely to recur? Because CLP lawyers will regularly work onsite at the clubhouse that their clients visit daily, long term relationships and follow-up will be facilitated. This builds trust and lays the groundwork for law and organizing, as clients gain the confidence to ask the lawyer for support for their own or their community’s needs. It also creates opportunities for lawyers to support the leadership development of clients who can become organizers and agitators in their communities. Lastly, it will be a relief for attorneys to know that staff who interact with their client daily will always be on-hand to provide the psychosocial support that the attorneys themselves may not have expertise in.

The third major benefit of this model is that it is ripe for campaign and movement-building. At clubhouses, members meet and work together daily. As part of this process, they are already practicing community organizing values such as asset-based thinking and engagement and making decisions by consensus. Members’ skills are constantly being developed and they are given growth and leadership opportunities. Some clubhouses in the United States actively participate in policy-making and advocacy on key mental health efforts. Others may not be accustomed to taking overt political stances. Clubhouse staff and Board Members may need to be agitated into supporting such an idea. Whatever the case may be, clubhouses have people power—they are organized communities whose members can be agitated toward a goal. Many of the ingredients needed to run a successful campaign—such as strong community ties, the expertise and leadership of directly impacted people, and dedicated volunteers—are in place. A CLP attorney could tap into these strengths through agitational interviewing and litigation.

or no legal help; (2) 71% of low-income households experienced at least one civil legal problem in the last year, including problems with health care, housing conditions, disability access, veterans’ benefits, and domestic violence; and (3) it was estimated that low-income Americans would approach legal services corporation-funded legal aid organizations for support with an estimated 1.7 million problems but were expected to receive only limited or no legal help for more than half of these problems due to a lack of resources).

226. See supra Part II.E (describing the increased risks and recurring social needs of clients with mental illnesses).

227. See supra notes 194–197 and accompanying text.


Another possibility would be for the CLP lawyer to work with the clubhouse to create a political advocacy unit that carries out organizing work as part of the work-ordered day. In sum, the possibilities for the day-to-day work of a Clubhouse-Legal Partnership are extensive and capable of significant individual and community-wide impact. Thanks to its solid grounding in recovery and autonomy values, the CLP model has the potential to be a powerful tool in a larger movement for the rights, dignity, and inclusion of people with mental illnesses.

V.

NEXT STEPS & CONCLUSION

The success of the CLP model rests on a few assumptions, including that clubhouse members have unmet legal needs and that clubhouses are interested in providing their members with onsite legal aid and engaging in political action. Only in practice can it be determined whether these assumptions are true: what is needed next is to try this model.

Eventually, studies can be done to compare outcomes between traditional BHLPs and CLPs. Metrics might include: number of clients reached; number and types of cases handled; overall client health attainment; overall recovery attainment; number of hospital visits and criminal legal interventions of clients served before and after the CLP; self-reported happiness, sense of self-efficacy, and sense of community before and after; and satisfaction of clients and the clubhouse/institutional medical partner.

People with mental illnesses have a great need for legal services that support their recovery. While the MLP model, through the development of BHLPs, has shown promising results, it has serious drawbacks as well. Clubhouse-Legal Partnerships offer a new way to support people with mental illnesses and their communities through direct legal representation, community education, and systemic action that respect their autonomy and build power for their communities.

---

232. See supra Part IV.B (discussing the work-ordered day and the “unit” system of dividing tasks); supra notes 194–197 and accompanying text.

233. See supra Part II.E.